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“To provide a Christian environment in which young people are safe,
secure, cared for and happy, and are able to develop into articulate,
confident and well-qualified citizens of the world.”

Award Assemblies
Congratulations to all students who received an award in one of our special
award assemblies, that took place in the Sports Centre. The assemblies
were led by our pastoral teams, and students were awarded with
certificates including, ‘Pupil of the Year’, ‘Pastoral Tutor Award’ and ‘Star of
the Form’. They were fabulous celebratory events!

Sports Day
Last Friday, the sun was shining and it was the perfect day for our Sports
Day! We travelled to the Sport City Stadium and our students competed in a
range of sporting activities, including hurdles, high jump, races ranging from
100m to 800m, relay races and the egg and spoon race. It was a fantastic
positive atmosphere, with all students engaged with the events and cheering
on their peers from the track side. Special thanks go to the PE department for
organising such a wonderful day!

STEM Workshops
From Head of Science, Ms Dunn: “Over the past couple of weeks, a number
of Year 7 Science students have been part of STEM workshops delivered
by Manchester Youth Zone. Some students made bath bombs learning
about how they fizz when water triggers a reaction. Other students had the
opportunity to build some amazing LEGO tensegrity structures. This
challenge taught our students about forces and the centre of gravity."

Year 11 Master Classes
...from Deputy Head, Dr Chard: “Year 11 students have still been
benefitting from the expertise of our teachers, by attending a range of
Master Classes. These have taken place in school with additional tasks set
online. Science and mathematics sessions have regularly seen over forty
students attending and with fifty attending psychology, we have had to
expand into two rooms! The sessions are proving to be excellent
preparation for students going on to study the subjects either here at Trinity
or elsewhere. It's also great to see our Year 11s back again! The timetable
for sessions is available on our website under COVID-19 and Year 11 Year 12 Transition.”

And Finally...
...have a great weekend - the school is officially
supporting England on Sunday!
Mr Julian Nicholls
Head

